Driftwood Log Set
Installation Addendum
DRIFTWOOD-5 (245)

The custom log set comes in a variety of sizes and may be used on a variety of different Galaxy Series and custom fireplace designs including: Single-sided, See-through, Corner, Pier, Bay and Four-sided fireplaces.

For that reason, we have taken the photographs of the step-by-step log installation out of the firebox itself and on a table top so we could get front, top and opposite angles of each log being installed. You will be able to better see the placement of the logs on the burner for whichever design you are working with.
PRIOR TO LOG INSTALLATION:

HOW TO IDENTIFY THE LOGS:

Each log has a round identification with its number embossed in it. Above, you can see the number '01' embossed in the middle of the circle. This is Log #1.
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LOGS 4 & 11
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LOGS 6 & 12
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LOGS 6 & 12
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LOGS 5 & 13

Note: 13 is behind 4 and barely visible from this view.

LOGS 5 & 13 - PILOT SIDE VIEW

LOGS 5 & 13 - OPPOSITE SIDE VIEW
This picture is used in multiple log sets that end at different points. Log 34-D will always be the last log installed for each set.

X - DISREGARD LOG 34-D IN THE PICTURE
This picture is used in multiple log sets that end at different points. 34-D will always be the last log installed for each set.
STEP 8: LOGS 10 & 32-B
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LOGS 10 & 32-B - TOP VIEW

LOG 10

LOG 32-B

LOG 32-B

LOG 10
STEP 8: LOGS 10 & 32-B

Note: 13 is behind 4 and 32-B is behind 8.

This picture is used in multiple log sets that end at different points. 34-D will always be the last log installed for each set.

LOGS 10 & 32-B
PILOT SIDE VIEW

X - DISREGARD LOG 34-D IN THE PICTURE

LOGS 10 & 32-B
OPPOSITE SIDE VIEW

This picture is used in multiple log sets that end at different points. 34-D will always be the last log installed for each set.

X - DISREGARD LOG 34-D IN THE PICTURE
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LOGS 15, 16, 17, 31-A & 34-D
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LOGS 15, 16, 17, 31-A & 34-D
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